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@thatRamosgirl
US comedian and comedy
writer Vanessa is scathing,
pithy and very funny.
Tweet style Snarky: ‘Finding
out that Gwyneth Paltrow
is in a movie about sex
addiction has ruined both
sex and addiction for me.’
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Kelly Oxford

January is potentially full of doom and
gloom. Here’s how to fix that

f January were a person, it would be Jeremy
Kyle or Nigel Farage. In short, almost everybody
hates it. Not only does it mark the end of the
Christmas festivities, but around half of us make
fun-busting resolutions (WHY would you give
up cake in January?). Not to mention all the
other depressing things that are ‘most likely’ to happen
that month. In short, January can jog on. But all is not
lost. Jo Usmar, co-author of This Book Will Make You
Happy, has these tips to help you fight the fug…

Veto downer NY
resolutions

Rather than giving stuff up,
resolve to do more of the
things you enjoy or want to
have a go at. Make a list, and
put concrete plans in your
diary – just do it.

Say ‘I don’t’ rather
than ‘I can’t’

‘I can’t’ suggests an external
restriction, which you’ll
secretly want to rebel
against, whereas ‘I don’t’
suggests a choice. Eg, ‘I don’t

drink’ rather than ‘I can’t
drink.’ See? Better already.

Banish ‘what if?’

Worrying about something
that hasn’t happened – eg,
weather disrupting travel
plans – is a waste of time, and
you’ll experience the same
feelings that you would if it
did happen. Try to focus on
things you can control.

Make sleep a priority
While you’re dreaming of
winning the Lottery and

skipping through fountains
of champagne, your body is
undergoing vital processes
that perk you up mentally
and physically. Improve your
sleep by making sure your
room is dark enough, getting
rid of unnecessary noise and
ensuring your bedclothes are
in calm colours, such as
white, blue and green.

Write down
compliments

When you’re feeling low
or insecure, you tend to
focus more on criticisms
and negativity – it’s natural,
but will make your mood
plummet even further. Make
a conscious decision to
acknowledge compliments
and praise. By writing them
down you’ll be paying
attention to the good things,
rather than getting pulled
down by the bad.

@kellyoxford
This Canadian author became
a hit for her tweets about life,
pop culture and parenting.
She’s since sold a screenplay
to Warner Bros. Wowzer.
Tweet style Sarcastic and
sardonic: ‘In church this
morning? Ask, “Will it be
young hot Jesus that comes
back, or 2000 year old
zombie Jesus?” GIVE THEM
TIME TO THINK IT OUT.’

Sarah
Millican

@SarahMillican75
A proud feminist, this
stand-up comedian has
become a household name.
She likes to take the piss a
lot, and it’s hilarious.
Tweet style Self-deprecating
and frank, Sarah’s a bit like
that oddball friend who
always cheers you up: ‘Go
down for breakfast can mean
something different if you’re
not in a hotel.’

Whitney
Cummıngs

@WhitneyCummings
One of her first forays into
comedy was Ashton Kutcher’s
show Punk’d – and she’s one
of the funniest girls in LA.
*Girl crush alarm sounds*
Tweet style Comments on
everyday annoyances: ‘Guys
want a “fat ass” and by fat
ass they mean a perfectly
toned super muscular ass
with zero fat on it.’
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